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Abstract
In cellular communication, spectrum is always a major constraint, but still a large bandwidth (more than two third of the
available) is wasted due to the improper utilization, affecting the QoS (Quality of Services) of the system. The spectrum can
be used in a better manner, if ideal bandwidth is available without any interference. This work is focused on integration
of Cognitive Radio (using energy detection) with different OFDM frameworks to analyze the utilization of spectrum more
efficiently. The present work is thoroughly analyzed and implemented by using a MATLAB. Probability of detection (Pd)
vs. Probability of false alarm (Pfa), Pd vs. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Bit Error Rate (BER) vs. SNR for each OFDM
framework with energy detector is calculated and analyzed. Different OFDM framework with energy detection can be one
of the most promising technologies for next generation cellular communication with better spectrum utilization, enhanced
data rate, reduced interference and better QoS.
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1. Introduction

The Consistent growth of wireless appliances (Wi-Fi)
gives the clustered ISM (Industry, Scientific and Medical)
bands. People are not able to utilize the spectrum
properly due to the growth in ISM bands which leads
to a demand for an additional spectrum for good
QoS. Multiple-carrier transmission is one of the most
advanced techniques used in many recent applications;
the concept behind this technique is to divide one carrier
into number of multiple-subcarriers. The available
bandwidth is subdivided into small limited bandwidth,
each subcarrier having a smaller bandwidth compared
to the Single carrier system. Each Symbol is modulated
with each carrier and transmitted through antenna to
the channel and received signal is demodulated by the
demodulators. Implementing bank of Modulators and
Demodulators is challenging and practically it is not
possible. IFFT (Infinite Fast Fourier Transform) and
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FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) can be used to reduce the
complexity and to simplify the system as compared to
traditional N-Modulator and N-Demodulator approach.
This is the fast operation, implemented on a DSP chip,
in a modern communication system1-3. In single carrier
system, the spectrum bandwidth allocation is much as
compared to the multicarrier system. By using multicarrier
system like OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing) and FBMC (Filter Bank Multicarrier), the
same bandwidth is distributed among more subcarriers
compared to conventional multiple-carrier system, which
leads to an effective data rate and the less consumption
of band width. In conventional cellular communication
environment, there is no particular scanning scheme for
identifying ideal users, so there is no special initiation for
getting information of available bandwidth. Cognitive
radio technology will provide a solution to the above
problem and it will automatically scan the ideal users and
make their unused bandwidth available for other users.
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If primary user is idle then bandwidth of primary user
is allocated to secondary user without any interference.
CR is considered as prominent techniques as it uses
the radio-spectrum effectively by sharing the radio
resources with licensed networks4,5. TV broadband
frequency is not used properly. In November 2008, FCC
(Federal Communications Commission) issued ruling,
to allow a secondary user (Unlicensed user) to work in
TV broadcast frequency band (White space) without
creating interference to primary user (Licensed user)
which leads to the arrival of Cognitive Radio6. Cognitive
Radio (CR) is one of the most advanced technologies to
equalize the spectrum issue of wireless environment. It
attains higher spectrum ability using dynamic spectrum
access. It permits unlicensed user (Secondary user) to
use the available bandwidth from licensed user (Primary
user) while pertaining no involvement to initial user
transmissions. Cognitive radio gives efficient result
to the spectral congestion by giving opportunistic
application of the frequency bands that are not highly
used by licensed users7,8. It uses dynamic spectrum
access for channel sensing by unlicensed users to identify
the primary users in a channel for accessing the white
space spectrum without any interference9. In Spectrum
sharing; it gives the good spectrum scheduling technique
by the coexisting users10. The uniqueness of Cognitive
Radio (CR) lies in it’s capability and re-configurability.
CR networks are wireless in nature, so it faces security
attacks compared with traditional wireless and wired
network. The general security objectives for all wireless
systems are privacy, Integrity, Availability and access
control11. The main goal of this technology is to increase
the throughput and minimize the obstruction to primary
user. CR is capable to measure sense, discover and beware
of radio channel individuality, accessibility of spectrum
and radio’s operational setting. There are three important
sensing schemes in CR, and they are.
• Energy Detection
• Cyclo-Stationary Detection
• Matched Filter Detection
In the present work, Energy Detection (radiometric
detection) is considered with OFDM system. One of the
major problems associated with Energy Detection is that
it provides a good performance only under higher SNR
conditions. If the SNR is low, then the performance will
be poor12. Another Challenging task in Cognitive Radio
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(CR) is channel quality prediction. Other users are allowed
to access the primary channel without any interference.
However, the channel quality may differ significantly
and the good quality channels drastically decrease the
efficiency of spectrum and so the major drawback arises,
like how to predict the channel quality to enhance the
dynamic spectrum efficiency13. OFDM system utilizes
the Cyclic Prefix (CP) between the symbols to reduce
the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) which is considered
as one of the biggest problem in wireless communication
system but use of CP also results in wastage of bandwidth.
All over the world, researchers are trying to compensate
the wastage of spectrum occurring in OFDM system.
Energy detection is one of the spectrum sensing
techniques of cognitive radio which is considered as one
of the future technologies to overcome the loss of spectral
efficiency in OFDM system and also utilizes the unused
spectrum allotted to the subscribers. Hence, the research
on integration of cognitive radio with OFDM system is
highly in demand. In this work an OFDM system-with
CP and without CP, with filter at transmitter and with
filter at transmitter and receiver both sides, is integrated
with Energy detection and analyzed by determining the
efficiency and throughput of the system. Double Threshold
Feature Detector technique is proposed in14 to detect the
primary user at low SNR and to develop Cognitive Radio
Network (CRN) on an AWGN channel. The performance
of the system is increased because of using the double
threshold for detection. A low temperature handshake
between the unlicensed user and sensing devices in
the cognitive radio is proposed in15. Author designed
a prototype that changes the very high priced sensing
device in secondary user and places the sensing device in
primary user, so that the sensing device in primary side
detect and assign control for unlicensed users without an
individual channel control. It is a cost effective technology
making it economically viable for practical uses. An
OFDM based cognitive radio is proposed in16, using a
low complexity scheme to decline out-of-band power
and Peak to Average Power Ratio so that the transmission
performance is improved. A model and network
architecture of cognitive emergency communication
system is proposed in17 to increase the social service
efficiency of emergency communication in space and
ground, which improves the network performance
and spectrum utilization. An iterative synchronization
Assisted detection of OFDM signal in CRN is proposed
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in18 to detect a OFDM signal and synchronized based on
cyclic prefix using a iterative synchronization scheme
for reducing the Synchronization error, which gives a
better detection performance. FRESH or Frequency shift
filters is proposed in19 to detect a Cyclo-stationary based
hypothesis test on the filter output to enable spectrum
sensing in CR. This gives better detection probability in
low SNR condition.

The present work is implemented by using a MATLAB
2013b. The parameters considered in present work are
briefly described below:

2.1 OFDM Model

The information symbols are expressed as
a(n) = a(0) a(1) a(2) ... ... ... a(N-1)
0 ≤ n ≤ N-1
The serial form of symbols are converted into parallel
and IFFT is applied to each symbols is given as
A(n) = A(0) A(1) A(2) ... ... ... A(N-1)
0 ≤ n ≤ N-1
Therefore the composite OFDM modulated signal is
given by following mathematical expression.
N -1
			(1)
Z (t ) = å A(t )ke j 2 pk  ft 0 £ t £ Tq
K =0

Where Z(t) = Composite OFDM modulated signal.
A(t = IFFT of information signal.
∆f = Spacing between carriers.
Tq = Symbol time.
The signal is orthogonal if it satisfies the condition
Tq ∆f = 1. Cyclic Prefix is added between the symbols to
avoid the Inter Symbol Interference. Therefore OFDM
modulated signal with CP can be written as
N -1
			(2)
Z cp (t ) = å A(t )ke j 2 pk  ft + cp
K =0

(3)

Where Z(t) = Received signal across tth subcarrier.
H(t) = Channel co-efficient of tth subcarrier.
N(t) = Noise across tth subcarrier.
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i =0

Where Ci = Attenuation factor
τi = Delay
L = No. of Path.

2.2 Energy Detection

2. Proposed Methodology

Where Zcp(t) = Transmitted OFDM signal.
The received signal is written as
Y(t) = H(t) Zcp(t) + N(t) 				

The impulse response of the channel is given as
L -1
				(4)
h(t ) = å Ci d(t - ti )

Energy detection is a popular method in CR for spectrum
sensing and it identifies the presence of spectrum hole
and optimizes the detection probability. It compares the
received signal energy with threshold value (λ) following
the SNR to get two hypotheses - whether the signal is
absent or present.
R(t) = {n(t)}			
H0
R(t) = {h * u(t) + n(t)}		

H1

Where R(t) = Secondary User
U(t) = Primary User’s transmitted signal
n(t) = Additive White Gaussian Noise
h = Amplitude gain of the channel
H0= No Primary user
H1= Primary user is present.

2.3 Probability of False Alarm (Pfa)

This is one phenomenon that occurs during the spectrum
sensing detection where noise is misrepresent as a signal
at the receiver due to which the received signal exceeds
the threshold value.
Mathematically it can be seen as:
Pfa = P[Xn (t) ≥ θ] 				
(5)
Where θ is threshold and Xn (t) is received signal with
noise (where noise is greater than signal).

2.4 Bit Error Rate (BER)

It may be defined as the ratio of error in received signal to
the total transmitted signal.
Mathematically it can be seen as:
BER =

Error in received signal
Total transmitted signal
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3. Results and Discussion
The results are thoroughly analyzed by using a
mathematical model of cognitive OFDM system and
implementing a code in MATLAB:

3.1 B
 ER vs. SNR for OFDM with and
without CP

The analysis of BER vs. SNR for OFDM, with and without
cyclic prefix is shown in Figure 1. In both case the BER
decreases with increase of SNR. For 0 to 3 dB, BER for
OFDM CP and OFDM without CP is approximately equal
whereas with the increase of SNR, BER performance of
OFDM with CP is much better than OFDM without CP.
Analytical results prove that the former system is much
efficient and reliable with less ISI and BER as compared
to latter one.

Figure 1. SNR vs. BER for OFDM with and without
CP.

3.2 B
 ER vs. SNR for OFDM with Filter at
Transmitter and Receiver

The analysis of BER vs. SNR for OFDM with filter at
transmitter and receiver is shown in Figure 2. In OFDM
with filter at transmitter the BER decreases with increase
of SNR. But OFDM with filter at both transmitter and
receiver side gives a constant BER for all SNR. So it proves
OFDM with filter at transmitter is better as compared to
OFDM with filter at both transmitter and receiver.
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Figure 2. BER vs SNR for OFDM with filter at
Transmitter and Receiver.

3.3 Pd vs. SNR for OFDM with and without
CP

The analysis of Pd vs. SNR for OFDM with and without
cyclic prefix is shown in Figure 3. In both case the
Probability of detection (Pd) increases with the increase
of SNR. As shown below the detection in OFDM with CP
is possible for smaller SNR whereas detection for OFDM
without CP needs a high SNR.

Figure 3. Pd vs SNR for OFDM with and without CP.

3.4 Pd vs. SNR for OFDM with Filter at
Transmitter and Receiver

The analysis of Pd vs. SNR for OFDM with filter at
transmitter and receiver is shown in Figure 4. In both
cases the Probability of detection (Pd) increases with
the increase of SNR. As shown below the detection in
OFDM with filter at transmitter is possible for smaller
SNR whereas detection for OFDM with filter at both
transmitter and receiver needs a high SNR.
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transmitter and receiver, the probability of missed
detection is more even for lesser Pfa whereas for OFDM
with filter at transmitter, the Pfa requirement is more for
missed detection which means the effect of Pfa in latter
system is less as compared to former one.

Figure 4. Pd vs SNR for OFDM with filter at
Transmitter and Receiver.

3.5 Energy Detection for OFDM with and
without CP

The analysis of Pd vs. Pfa for OFDM with and without
cyclic prefix is shown in Figure 5. In both cases the
Probability of detection (Pd) increases with the increase
of Pfa. For OFDM with CP, the probability of missed
detection is more even for lesser Pfa whereas for OFDM
without CP, the Pfa requirement is more for missed
detection which means the effect of Pfa in latter system is
less as compared to former one.

Figure 5. Pd vs Pfa for OFDM with and without CP.

3.6 Energy Detection for OFDM with Filter at
Transmitter and Receiver

The analysis of Pd vs. Pfa for OFDM with filter at
transmitter and receiver both is shown in Figure 6. In
both cases the Probability of detection (Pd) increases
with the increase of Pfa. For OFDM with filter at both
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Figure 6. Pd vs Pfa for OFDM with filter at Transmitter
and Receiver.

4. Conclusion
OFDM System with and without cyclic prefix, with
filter at transmitter and with filter at transmitter and
receiver, both sides-integrated with Energy detection, is
implemented and analyzed. The BER vs. SNR and Pd vs.
SNR results reveal that the performance and efficiency of
OFDM with CP is better than that of OFDM without CP,
OFDM with filter at transmitter and OFDM with filter
at transmitter and receiver both. But results of Pd vs. Pfa
reveal that performance of OFDM without CP is better
as compared to other techniques implemented above.
However, researchers throughout the world exploring
on OFDM without CP, so to utilize the loss of spectral
efficiency occurs in OFDM with CP.
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